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In 1908, John Buckman Esuman-Gwira presented the colonial government of the Gold Coast (modern Ghana) with plans for his “Fanti Palm Oil Machine.” He declared that the device, accompanied by a machine to remove shells from palm kernels, would aid “the African oil manufacturer, who having no scientific training cannot very well use the Palm Oil extracting machines which have hitherto been invented.” Colonial officials, as well as local entrepreneurs, hoped the machine would revitalize the Gold Coast’s declining palm oil export industry, at a time when global demand for fat was soaring. European industrialists were already experimenting with oil palm plantations in Africa and Southeast Asia, raising concerns about the future of West Africa’s huge smallholder palm oil industry. Unfortunately for Esuman-Gwira and oil palm farmers, experiments with the machine were disappointing. The challenges of small-scale palm oil production were embedded in economic, social, and environmental contexts, none of which could be easily addressed with a “technological fix.”

This article situates Esuman-Gwira’s invention and the fate of the Ghanaian palm oil industry within a broader history of palm oil in Britain’s West African colonies. While Belgian, French, and German colonial governments pursued a plantation-based palm oil strategy, the British administrations of the Gold Coast, Sierra Leone, and Nigeria continued to rely on small-scale producers, leading to decades of experimentation with machines for smallholder use. Much of the history of technology in sub-Saharan Africa has been the history of technology transfer, or as Daniel Headrick put it, the “conquest of the non-Western world by Western industrial technology.” Esuman-Gwira’s machine was an indigenous response to the challenges of palm oil production. Its failure illustrates the ways in which African production systems efficiently made use of oil palm trees and labor without machinery. The palm oil story challenges the Eurocentric, culturally-based assertions of Headrick and others that the slow pace of mechanization in Africa resulted from a need to “learn to understand, and not just desire, the alien machinery” [emphasis added]. Palm oil and kernel producers had no difficulty grasping the functions of the machines they were introduced to, but they often did not see a convincing value proposition in adopting them.

While colonial archival sources are full of racist assertions about the economic behavior of Africans, colonial officials nonetheless saw that farmers were making rational choices when confronted with new technologies. Farmers were wary of new devices not because they feared change, but because they understood the palm oil business. Investing in a machine meant committing to a volatile export market; selling palm fruit to
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Abundance and Opportunity

The oil palm tree (Elaeis guineensis) grows in humid regions across western Africa along the margins of tropical forests, and in scattered groves outside the forest belt. The tree was carried across the Atlantic to Brazil by the seventeenth century, and arrived in Southeast Asia only in the nineteenth century. Oil palm fruit grows in tightly-packed bunches at the top of the tree, which can reach a height of over 20 meters. Once removed from the bunch stem, the crushed flesh (pericarp) of the fruit yields a red-colored oil. Inside the pericarp, a shell protects the palm kernel, an oil-rich seed that was at times more valuable than the pericarp oil. Botanists argue that the oil palm was historically a “semi-wild” tree: in exporting regions, producers harvested from dense groves that were either natural, or that emerged as a result of forest-fallow agriculture. Austen argued that palm products, like other key exports of the nineteenth century, “were procured outside the system of agriculture, animal husbandry and handicrafts which constituted the core of the internal African economy,” reflecting a scarcity of labor which encouraged control over trade and marketing, rather than investment in intensive production. Opposing these descriptions of a “forest” or “extractive” industry, however, is a wealth of unambiguous evidence that oil palms were planted and cultivated as a commercial crop in major exporting regions. Regardless of how the trees came to be, oil and kernels were usually produced by households operating under a gendered division of labor. Men climbed trees to cut fruit bunches and often transported bunches. They might also have crushed fruit (“digesting,” in industry parlance) and extracted oil, though this was often the domain of women, who might transport, digest, cook, and extract oil, while also cracking kernel shells, collecting fuel and water, and marketing finished oil and kernels. The order of operations and the equipment used varied across the oil palm belt.
Palm oil was widely consumed across West Africa, and significant quantities were produced c. 1600–1800 to feed captives sold into the transatlantic slave trade. Palm oil only became a major export commodity in the early nineteenth century, however. The origin of the palm kernel trade is murkier, but by the 1830s kernels appeared in French and British import records. Kernels were secondary products for palm oil exporters, who might expend additional labor drying and cracking kernels if prices were attractive. In some areas, like Sierra Leone, producers specialized in kernel exports, collecting them in the course of domestic palm oil consumption. For both commodities, the entire production process lay in the hands of African producers. European merchants simply bought oil and kernels and exported them to Europe. The palm oil trade was a critical factor in the expansion of formal colonial rule in West Africa, as European merchants battled with each other, and with African merchants and middlemen, for control of the business. Yet palm oil production itself was of little concern to the new colonial governments.

Two interrelated assumptions shaped early colonial views of the oil palm industry. First, Europeans had a limited understanding of African agricultural systems and initially assumed that lush foliage implied rich soils. The author of a Gold Coast agricultural survey claimed, “cultivation is of the rudest sort, hardly worthy of the name, a mere scratching of the surface, but so fertile is the soil, and so forcing the climate that these easy toils are repaid by a return of one to two-hundredfold in the corn, and other crops in proportion.” Enormous groves of “wild” oil palms, bearing far more fruit than could be harvested, were prime examples of this supposed tropical fecundity. Secondly, foreigners assumed that African labor was cheap. Early promoters of the trade were sure that palm oil would be “one of the heaviest articles of traffic in the commercial world,” thanks to “the wonderful productiveness of the palm tree . . . and the boundless extent of territory in which it grows spontaneously, and the myriads of inhabitants which swarm these fruitful forests, ready to labour for the smallest consideration.”

By the late nineteenth century, European writers portrayed the vast quantities of palm fruit which went unharvested as a wasted resource. A Gold Coast official remarked in 1889, “It is impossible to travel through the oil districts without being struck by and lamenting the enormous waste of produce which is everywhere apparent. One walks among the thousands of splendid trees in full bearing with the nuts falling off ungathered . . . because with his defective means the owner cannot bring them to market.” Another official said it was “heart rending to see thousands of palm fruits spoiling in the season” due to a lack of labor to process them.
apparent mismatch between labor supplies and natural resources inspired foreign and local efforts to mechanize the palm oil industry. If less labor were expended processing fruit, more labor could be directed toward fruit collection, increasing exports.

One early effort at mechanization came in Liberia. Stephen A. Benson, an African-American colonist who later served as president, noted in 1852 that indigenous oil palm producers responded to his demonstration of an oil-pressing machine with “emotions of astonishment, and admiration.” After seeing the Liverpool-built machine, they “indulge[d] in expressions of ridicule . . . at their own imperfect method of making oil.” He added, “Many of them have inquired the price of a similar press, and declared their determination to purchase.” From Benson’s perspective, the desire for machinery reflected the success of trade as an agent of European “civilization”: “the natives . . . becoming increasingly assimilated to us [colonists] in manners and habits; their requisitions for civilized productions increase annually.”

Benson’s confidence that mechanization was a natural accompaniment of the expansion of commerce and “civilization” was misplaced, however. Palm oil and kernel exports boomed across the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries without any notable imports of machinery. While some of the increase was attributable to a “vent for surplus” effect, in which producers took advantage of new export opportunities to increase production without substantive changes in production factors, a number of indigenous innovations did increase productivity. The “hard oil” process adopted by many producers employed natural fermentation to soften palm fruit, saving two-thirds of the labor that would have ordinarily been required for cooking and pulping fruit (to make “soft” oil). Hard oil was, in effect, a new commodity: a rancid, semi-solid, inedible fat with few domestic uses, produced to meet foreign demand. Besides being easier to make, hard oil could be rafted down rivers in puncheons, whereas soft oil had to be carried by canoe. Hard oil producers sometimes did away with cooking entirely, eliminating the need for specialized women’s labor and allowing men to expand output beyond their household’s typical capacity. In soft oil areas, the identification of palm oil with women’s work proved no obstacle to men entering the business “as soon as it became clear that they could make money by doing so.”

The increasing value of palm oil spurred institutional changes: in southeastern Nigeria, communal groves became private property, while in Dahomey, King Ghezo gave oil palms legal protection and required taxes to be paid in palm oil. Sophisticated credit arrangements emerged, allowing middlemen to efficiently transfer oil and goods across long distances.
Some producers, like the Krobo of southeastern Ghana, cleared forests to
plant oil palms, intensifying their use of land.\textsuperscript{32} Technology also changed. Producers scaled up their equipment, building large, stone-lined pits for
-crushing fruit or carving purpose-built “oil canoes” out of trees.\textsuperscript{33} The novel
“Asono” method of southeastern Ghana used iron bars to transfer heat
-from fires into earthen pits, avoiding the need to transfer crushed fruit to
-smaller metal or pottery vessels for cooking.\textsuperscript{34}

Slave labor played an important, though uneven, role in the expansion
of palm oil and kernel production in the nineteenth century. The prevalence
of slavery has been invoked by a number of scholars to explain the lack of
agricultural mechanization across the continent. Acemoglu and Robinson,
for example, have argued that the institutions created by the transatlantic
slave trade “precluded many societies in West and Central Africa from tak-
ing advantage of all the innovations in economic situations and technology
then taking place.”\textsuperscript{35} The decline of the transatlantic slave trade encouraged
elites to employ slaves in palm oil production and transport, and in Da-
homey and several other places, large oil palm plantations worked by slaves
were reported by Europeans.\textsuperscript{36} Small producers may have also bought labor
as the price of slaves declined.\textsuperscript{37}

Palm oil was not well-suited to the slave- or wage-labor plantation
model, however. The large fruit-crushing pits built in Dahomey, among
other places, offered some economies of scale, but Martin and other schol-
ars conclude that the overall benefits of scale were small.\textsuperscript{38} Indeed, contem-
porary Danish efforts at plantation agriculture, including palm oil, were
unsuccessful on the Gold Coast.\textsuperscript{39} Around Lagos, enslaved individuals took
up palm oil production, using accumulated profits to purchase their free-
dom.\textsuperscript{40} As Hopkins argued, “the ‘do it yourself’ character of staple export
production” meant that individuals with little or no capital and their own
labor power could easily join the ranks of export producers.\textsuperscript{41}

Whether we consider large or small producers, the growth of palm oil
exports across the nineteenth century was a labor-intensive process. This
fact, coupled with the seemingly limitless amount of palm fruit available in
“wild” palmeries, suggested that even greater exports were possible if labor
productivity could be augmented—even in small ways—by machinery.\textsuperscript{42} A
Gold Coast official writing in 1911 remarked, “In the near future the more
general use of mechanical transport and it is to be hoped of labour saving
machinery will set free a number of people to engage in more immediately
productive services and in more economical effort than, for example, head
transport.”\textsuperscript{43} The effect of machinery was readily apparent in transport.
Railroads and the motor truck greatly expanded cash crop exports across
West Africa, while also fueling growth in domestic trade.\textsuperscript{44} In the palm oil
industry, recycled kerosene tins and bicycles allowed producers to carry oil to distant markets. Machines for extracting palm oil would save labor, but could also recover more oil from a given quantity of fruit than manual methods, adding to their appeal. A German study in Cameroon found that producers could manually extract only 30 percent of the total oil available in fruit, though other studies reported figures closer to 50 percent. Colonial officials lamented, “even in districts where the best native methods are employed much waste of oil takes place.”

At least one machine builder, Gunnell, sold palm oil presses and kernel crackers in West Africa in the 1880s and 1890s, claiming that there was “constant demand from Native Merchants and Traders for such a machine.” Advertisements for the firm stated that the “necessary conditions for such a machine have been carefully studied, viz: simplicity, durability, portability, and moderate cost.” The firm claimed its press could extract 25 percent more oil than manual methods, but it cost £30, and was marketed in the midst of a long depression in palm oil prices. Few seem to have been purchased by African producers. Shields found that in the Lagos hinterland, women (who produced most oil for export in that region) “still used the techniques that they had employed since the beginning of the [nineteenth] century.” Machines like the Gunnell press were too expensive, and “if a producer wished to expand it may simply have been cheaper to employ or recruit more labour instead of machines.”

While West Africans embraced new transport technologies, they did not eagerly invest in palm oil machines. The result, at least according to colonial officials, was that “palm products to the value of hundreds of thousands of pounds go to waste annually because it is too laborious or costly to prepare them in proportion to the return obtained.” As late as 1926, Allan McPhee could quip that the palm oil business juxtaposed a European industry of the twentieth century A.D. with an African industry from the twentieth century B.C.; he argued that “the greatest immediate improvement in the trade will be in connection with less wasteful methods of preparation by means of machinery.” Some Europeans resorted to racist explanations for the slow pace of technological change. An agent for one machinery firm blamed poor sales on the “conservative” nature of Africans. A Lever Bros. employee reported that “skilled labour was a difficulty,” complaining that “it is very difficult to teach the natives how to work and handle the machinery.” Another European writer concluded that the African worker was “all hand and no head.” The inability to grasp foreign technology was a common colonial trope across the globe, reflected in mocking stories about wheelbarrows carried on heads and other mishaps.
The Fanti Palm Oil Machine

By the turn of the twentieth century, the world market for fat had shifted. The late nineteenth century saw prices for palm oil decline as mineral oil and other products competed with hard palm oil in industrial markets. The rise of a new market for edible fat offered relief to producers, however. By the 1880s, margarine manufacturers were using palm kernel oil, and by the 1890s they found that the best-quality soft palm oil could also be used. After a century of service as soapstock and axle grease, palm oil was reimagined in Europe as a foodstuff. Europeans who formerly saw no trouble with the hard oil process now derided “wasteful, extravagant and costly” production methods that turned edible fat into rancid hard oil.56

This was the context in which John Mensah Sarbah, an eminent lawyer and businessman, introduced Esuman-Gwira’s “Fanti Palm Oil Machine” to the Gold Coast government.57 Industrialists, officials, and merchants were clamoring to find a machine or set of machines that would allow African producers to efficiently make high-quality soft oil. The Gold Coast government took an interest in palm oil mechanization at an early stage, in the hopes of reviving the colony’s flagging oil and kernel trade. Cocoa, which was successfully adopted by many Gold Coast farmers beginning in the 1890s, lured many farmers away from palm oil and left the colony with a worrying dependency on a single cash crop.58 Farmers were cutting down oil palms in increasing numbers to tap them for wine, and they often replanted with cocoa and food crops instead of allowing oil palms to regenerate.59 Revitalizing the palm oil industry would have checked the expansion of cocoa, preserving forest cover while giving farmers outside prime cocoa areas an incentive to keep their oil palms in production instead of felling them for wine.60 From the colonial point of view, machinery was the key: “do away with the waste of energy and then the same energy will bring the native as much money [from palm oil] as he now gets from cocoa,” argued one British businessman.61 Moreover, the Gold Coast colony had a large group of western-educated indigenous capitalists who could plausibly lead a technological revolution in the oil palm sector.62

The Fanti Palm Oil Machine addressed major complaints about earlier machinery: it was portable, relatively cheap at £10, and easy to operate. The machine was a vertical metal cylinder containing knives affixed to an axle, rotated by a hand crank. Fruit and hot water were fed into the machine, and after turning the crank repeatedly to shred the fruit, the operator drained off the oily juices and allowed the oil and water to separate by gravity. The machine combined two laborious steps (digestion and oil extraction) in a single process. As Mensah Sarbah explained, digesting and then squeezing
palm fruit to extract oil consumed most of the worker’s time in the soft oil process. He was sure the new machine met “all the requirements of the small producer,” and argued that it also responded to growing demand from palm oil importers for cleaner, higher-quality oil. “[W]ithout touching the fruit after it is put into the machine, a man can pulp it and collect the first quality oil quickly.” Mensah Sarbah understood that machines would only be worthwhile if producers were rewarded by higher prices for edible oil, given the possibility of cultivating alternative crops like cocoa.

Mensah Sarbah envisioned two markets for the machine. First, he stressed its appeal to yeoman farmers, who he believed could profitably operate the machine on a part-time basis, earning up to £7 per month from palm oil while growing other crops. Because oil palms fruit continually (though not evenly) throughout the year, a farmer could focus on palm oil in periods that might otherwise be idle. Mensah Sarbah hoped that the use of machinery would make oil palm farming more appealing to educated men, stemming the tide of migration to urban centers. He urged West African schoolmasters to teach their pupils to “know and appreciate the uses and economic value of the oil-palm as well as the advantages of a farmer’s career.” Mensah Sarbah saw a second market for the machine among African capitalists who might produce palm oil on a larger scale, using batteries of the machines. He reported that a local company was forming to use the pulping machine, and the “Mensakoff Industries Company” was awarded a prize in 1911 for machine-made oil, though the firm left no other records.

A. E. Evans, the Gold Coast agricultural director, eagerly ordered an experiment with Esuman-Gwira’s prototype. His staff found that two men and one woman could make eight to ten imperial gallons of finished oil per day with the machine. They offered contradictory comments about the machine’s performance. On the one hand, staff complained that the machine was too small, requiring repeated cycles of loading and unloading. They also argued that the machine required too much effort to operate. Reducing the size of the machine would have solved the latter problem, but exacerbated the first. A kernel cracker Esuman-Gwira designed to accompany the oil extractor also failed to meet expectations, leaving too many kernels uncracked.

While Esuman-Gwira was a talented engineer, there is little to suggest that he had any special insight into the needs of palm oil producers. He was probably educated in Britain, worked as a mining surveyor, and was a fellow of the Royal Colonial Institute. The palm oil machine might not even have been his idea: Mensah Sarbah reported that he asked Esuman-Gwira to draw up plans for it. Mensah Sarbah acknowledged in a letter that Esuman-Gwira had not even seen his invention at work, and he conceded
that the machine was “capable yet of further improvements.” Still, Mensah Sarbah believed that “when put on the market this machine would increase considerably the production of palm oil and the saving of much valuable produce now rotting in the forests.”

An American consular official urged its adoption in Liberia in 1910, and repeated claims about the need for such a machine in a 1915 article for the *Journal of Race Development.*

Although Esuman-Gwira refined the design and received a patent (Figure 1) for an improved—and much more complicated—design in 1909, the colonial government lost interest in the machine. A similar palm oil extractor patented in Nigeria in 1907 by the famous bishop Samuel Charles Phillips also found few purchasers. The Phillips machine (Figure 2) used the same principle as Esuman-Gwira’s machine, though the rotating cylinder was mounted horizontally and included a water tank. Phillips’ son, Thomas Ekundayo Phillips, received a patent for an improved version in 1913. Unlike Esuman-Gwira, the Phillipses made no special claim about the suitability of their machine for African producers, merely stating that it was of “simple and cheap construction” and “easy of manipulation.” There is no record in the Ghanaian or Colonial Office archives suggesting that the inventors were aware of the others’ work, but the patent awarded to Esuman-Gwira in 1909 for his updated design bears a striking resemblance to Phillips’ 1907 machine.

**Labor, Gender, and Machinery in Ghana**

Both the Esuman-Gwira and Phillips machines worked, in the sense that they extracted palm oil from fruit faster than manual methods. They were incomplete solutions to the challenges of palm oil production, however. The nature of the oil palm tree was partly to blame. The tree’s height made harvesting a time-consuming and dangerous task. The fruit had to be harvested at peak ripeness—but no later—and cooked within a day to prevent the build-up of undesirable free fatty acids. Depending on the age, density, and distance from the production site of a palm grove, harvesting and transporting fruit might require 20–30 percent or more of the total labor required to produce oil. Studies made in the 1950s and 1960s indicate that a ton of fruit could be harvested in 14 man-hours, but this figure does not provide rest for the climber and ignores time spent transporting bunches. Additionally, men wisely refused to climb slippery trunks after rain, limiting the number of days the work could be done. An early twentieth century source reported that seven men could harvest and transport a ton of fruit...
Figure 1. Detail from J. B. Esuman-Gwira, "Improved Apparatus for Extracting Oil from Palm and Other Nuts," Great Britain patent 3357, applied 11 February 1909, and issued 10 February 1910.

Figure 2. Detail from Samuel Charles Phillips, "An Improved Machine for Extracting Palm Oil from the Chaff of Palm Nuts," Great Britain patent 9733, filed 26 April 1907, and issued 27 June 1907.
in one day, a more realistic figure. As Martin has argued, there were no economies of scale in harvesting fruit and no plausible technological solutions, at least until the development of the short, “dumpy” palm in the late twentieth century.

Reconstructing the economics of the Esuman-Gwira machine is challenging, given wide variation in oil yields from different types of palm. Using average figures reported from Ghana in the early twentieth century, an enterprise making ten imperial gallons of oil per day with one machine would have required three or four men working as harvesters, collecting about a half-ton of fruit per day. With two men and a woman cooking fruit and operating the device, six or seven workers in total were needed per machine. At unskilled rates, the owner of a press would pay 70–80 d. per day in wages, or 175–205 d. at skilled rates, without considering the cost of gathering firewood and water. Ten gallons of oil were only worth about 150 d. at hard oil prices. Mensah Sarbah was optimistic that machine-made oil would compete with the best soft oil from Lagos, however, earning up to double the hard oil price. If machine operators had to buy fruit on the market, instead of harvesting from their own trees, the profit margin would have shrunk. The First World War severely disrupted the palm oil market just as the Esuman-Gwira machine and others like it were being tested, however. The price incentive for soft oil weakened in the 1920s and 1930s as prices for fats fluctuated and then tumbled to record lows.

Finding any wage labor at all was another concern for entrepreneurs. Before the colonial era, the inland slave trade provided one source of labor for growing commercial operations. In Ghana, the colonial government’s campaign against slavery and pawnship seems to have diminished the active trade in slaves from the 1870s onward, though Akurang-Parry argues that coerced labor, especially from females and children, remained important well into the twentieth century. Official proclamations against coerced labor did not significantly impact palm oil exports from the Gold Coast, despite reports of significant numbers of slaves working in the oil palm sector in key producing regions. Contemporaries reported defections of slaves involved in the transport of palm oil, but production does not appear to have been affected in any notable way.

Surprisingly, promoters of palm oil machines made no mention of mechanization as a replacement for now-scarce slave labor. In part, this was because many slaves in Ghana worked within or were assimilated to households, obscuring their status and labor contributions, at least to foreign observers. The absence of slavery in the mechanization discourse also reflected government and elite reticence about surviving forms of coerced labor, which both groups saw as relatively benign and destined for gradual
extinction.80 While a market for wage labor did develop in Ghana, it remained expensive and highly mobile throughout the early decades of the twentieth century: gold mining, railroad construction, and other industries competed for wage labor, while new land-use arrangements allowed landless individuals to take part in the cocoa boom, providing an alternative to the wage labor market.81 The colonial government often resorted to forced labor to carry supplies and build infrastructure.82

The gendered nature of work in the oil palm industry further complicated the entrepreneur’s calculations. Devices like presses and crackers were universally operated by men, depriving women of some or all of their earnings from oil and kernel production.83 Early machines like the Miller kernel cracker were vigorously challenged by women, who took “a kind of trade union view of things,” according to one observer.84 If men with capital ignored women’s protests, they could replace female labor with machines to crush and cook fruit or crack kernels, but they would struggle to find male wage workers to operate the machines and harvest enough fruit to justify mechanization.85 The re-gendering of labor in response to mechanization was certainly not unique to the palm oil belt. In Europe and North America, machine spinning turned women’s work into men’s work, and then back to women’s work with the arrival of ring spinning frames. Elsewhere in West Africa, a woman’s task like rice threshing was “transformed into young men’s wage-work when it involved an industrial machine.”86 These shifts were premised on the intersection of gender roles with social understandings of machines as complex or simple, prestigious or mundane, safe or dangerous.87 While expert observers like Mensah Sarbah were well aware of the importance of women in palm oil and kernel production, their written records paid no attention to the impact of mechanization on women, and vice-versa.

An agricultural officer in Nigeria, A. C. Barnes, argued that women’s work was in fact low-hanging fruit for mechanization. Barnes noted that cooking was a vital step for producers hoping to make top-quality edible oil. He urged the distribution of metal cookers, including pressurized “rapid” cookers that would conserve fuel, save time, and more effectively deactivate the enzymes which contributed to rancidity in “hard” oil.88 For about £50 (1925 prices), an entrepreneur could buy a hand-press, a cooker, and a kernel cracker to mechanize the whole operation, except harvesting.89 Another device aimed exclusively at women, an iron kernel-cracking set, cost 2s. 6d. but was no more useful than a pair of rocks.90 Colonial experiments in the Gold Coast and Nigeria showed that indigenous tools and techniques drawing on women’s domestic labor were often competitive with the new machines. In one example, the Miller
kernel-cracking machine, operated by two men, faced off against two women cracking kernels by hand. The machine was much faster, but it yielded only 22 percent saleable kernels by weight, versus 29.2 percent for hand-cracking. Hand cracking therefore increased a producer’s yield of kernels for a given quantity of fruit. The labor cost was comparable, because a number of factors worked in favor of hand-cracking: the intermittent nature of kernel-cracking; the cost of machines versus the stones used to crack by hand; and few wage-labor jobs for women (resulting in what economists euphemistically call a “low opportunity cost” of women’s labor). If a man had access to women’s labor, it made sense to maximize kernel yields from a given quantity of fruit by continuing to use hand-cracking; the same women would also work in crushing, cooking, and extracting oil from fruit.

Ultimately, investing capital in a palm oil machine committed producers to the export market. If prices fell, other production factors—land, wives and children, slaves, and wage workers—could be shifted to other crops, but the machine itself would sit idle. The Esuman-Gwira machine was perhaps two or three times faster at making oil than traditional soft oil methods, but as we have seen, it was only worthwhile if one had access to significant numbers of trees and male laborers. The price differential between labor-saving hard oil and the soft oil desired by European manufacturers was significant before 1914, but eroded over time. Domestic prices for soft oil were often higher than export prices, however, especially in Ghana. A small European-owned mill in Ghana reported in 1936 that it could hardly export any oil, as its edible product was “increasingly absorbed by the local market.” Once this market was satisfied, producing hard oil or finding other work would have made the most sense for would-be soft oil producers. A colonial official remarked in 1933, “It is not in the least curious . . . that owners of oil palms, with this large and remunerative [domestic] market open to them, do not exert themselves still more and manufacture a surplus for export.” One official affirmed that West Africans had “evolved a system of palm culture which gives them the maximum output with the minimum labour expenditure, and must be considered eminently suitable and efficient for working natural palm forests.”

Scaling-up Machinery

During the First World War, food shortages in Europe heightened interest in palm oil and kernels, and a post-war boom in global demand for fat led to increased pressure across Africa for palm products, coconuts, peanuts, and other oilseeds. Earlier failures with small machines left some colonial officials with “no doubt that large-scale factory mills give the best results, both
for quality of oil and reduction of waste." The problem was that capitalists willing to build such mills also demanded concessionary rights over land or oil palm trees to ensure that they could find enough fruit. West African elites and colonial officials had fought against plantation concessions in the 1890s and 1900s, and they continued to resist when industrialists like Lever made new proposals in the 1920s.

A few officials argued that West African leaders were potential industrialists in their own right. Rulers like Sir Emmanuel Mate Kole (r. 1892–1939), the Konor of Krobo, were “quite sufficiently advanced in [their] ideas to be able to conceive a scheme for . . . mechanical power, and would experience little difficulty in raising the necessary funds for such a purpose.” Other officials countered that few Africans had “the initiative to install the necessary machinery; and, even if they had, there are not many affluent enough to purchase the machinery themselves, or have a sufficiently large area of palms to justify them doing so.” Whether the problem was “initiative,” capital, or appropriate machinery, African investors did not materialize in significant numbers in the 1920s.

Colonial governments continued to experiment with hand-powered machines into the 1920s. Like the Esuman-Gwira and Phillips machines, devices like the “Ibadan Lever Press” and various screw-presses did the job of extracting oil, but failed to find a wide market. Colonial Secretary Ormsby-Gore noted that West African elites had a “keen interest” in such devices, but officials explained that “the machines hitherto introduced to the natives have not been really satisfactory and his interest in them has naturally been languid.” Expressing confidence in the economic rationality of palm oil producers, one governor insisted: if “there is a machine which is within his means and will save him labour and increase his output of oil it is obvious that the potential demand will be large.” Unfortunately no such machine appeared.

In 1925, Governor A. R. Slater had explained the lack of interest in machines with racist assertions: “To the native, time and labour do not count and are not reckoned as factors at all when calculating the cost of a manufactured article.” Yet Slater also saw the factors which motivated farmers’ decisions. He noted that in an earlier Sierra Leone experiment, a mill paid only £1.10.0 per ton of fruit, while the same amount of fruit yielded £4 of oil and kernels. Men preferred to harvest what their households could process, minimizing the dangerous task of tree-climbing while maximizing earnings by retaining ownership of the oil and kernels. Harvesting fruit for the mill instead of making oil might have been a more efficient use of labor, but not all labor was equal: women did not climb trees to harvest fruit. An official remarked, “If all palm fruit were carried to a mill the women would
escape their share of the work and I cannot imagine the Sierra Leone native taking kindly to a system whereby he did all the work and his wife none.”

Because men could draw on the labor of women and children to process the fruit, they had every incentive to maintain control over the production process. One expert nonetheless blamed machine failures on African conservatism: “[the African] prefers to keep to his methods simply because they are familiar methods.”

By the end of the 1920s, Britain’s West African colonies began to experiment with mechanization at a scale somewhere between the small producer and the commercial plantation. Though they acknowledged it was “rank socialism,” officials used the discourse of wasted natural resources to justify government intervention in the industry. The governments of Sierra Leone and the Gold Coast negotiated in 1927–1928 with the African & Eastern Corporation to build small, power-driven mills without plantation concessions as public-private ventures. The Sierra Leone project soon stalled, however, and the machinery was shipped to the Gold Coast for a plant at Bukunor in Manya Krobo. The Gold Coast government agreed to a subsidy scheme to prevent losses if farmers failed to deliver fruit. The konor of Krobo assured officials that his people would deliver enough fruit. Like earlier experiments, the Bukunor mill targeted tree-owning men, with no regard for the role of the household in the oil-making process. Despite the konor’s assurances, the mill could not buy enough fruit to maintain a viable level of throughput when it opened in 1931. One expert surveying the project invoked racist ideas of economic irrationality, arguing that “the native . . . appears to attach no value to the labour of himself, and more particularly his women-folk, in preparing oil, and extracting kernels.”

Gold Coast officials acknowledged, however, that they could not pay men enough to convince them to specialize in fruit harvesting, a fact they chalked up to low palm oil prices in the wake of the global depression. The Gold Coast government canceled the experiment in 1936 and sent the machinery back to Sierra Leone, where a small “nucleus estate” at Masanki was being planted with convict labor to ensure a minimum supply of fruit for the mill.

The United Africa Company (UAC), formed by the 1929 merger of the African & Eastern Co. and the Royal Niger Co., made further experiments with the Nigerian government in the 1930s. Again, farmers could not be paid enough to convince them to sell fruit to the mills. Lever Bros. encountered similar trouble in the Belgian Congo, where initial plans called for the collection of fruit from wild palms while plantations were gradually established. The UAC insisted that cumulative experience in Africa proved “a palm plantation and mill should form a self-supporting unit, and
should not in any way be dependent on supplies of fruit being brought by
African farmers.”

**Late Colonial Development**

After the Second World War, the colonial powers redoubled their efforts
to extract resources from Africa, a period often described as a “second co-
lonial occupation.” A postwar British committee tasked with assessing
the potential for edible fat production in the colonies wrote off the Gold
Coast and Sierra Leone, seeing little hope for significant increases in palm
oil or kernel exports. It focused its attention on Nigeria, and its report
erroneously concluded that the oil palm sector there was primitive and
unchanged, with exports limited to “the surplus over the producers’ own
modest oil requirements.” The committee’s report ignored decades of work
on oil palm questions and repeated racist assertions that Africans were
short-sighted, bound by custom, and unresponsive to price incentives. The
committee nonetheless urged governments to “persuade the producer to
adopt new methods of processing.”

The cornerstone of British policy in West Africa—indirect rule and, by
extension, indigenous land tenure—came under attack. The wartime gov-
ernor of Nigeria, Sir Arthur Richards, remarked to UAC director Lord Tren-
chard that land policy had degenerated from “a policy of unimpeachable
principle” to “almost fanatical fetish worship,” blocking most attempts to
create oil palm plantations. In 1946, an official pondered whether “the
likelihood of a long term fats shortage [was] so great that the sociologi-
ical [sic] objections to the development of plantation production of palm
products in British West Africa . . . should be overcome?” Metropoli-
tan officials were ready to give up on small producers entirely, preferring
“bold experiments” like the ill-fated Tanganyika mechanized groundnut
scheme.

UAC drafted a blueprint for such an experiment in a 1944 memo.
The company called for a network of oil palm plantations “of at least
10,000 acres,” insisting that “it is absolutely certain that if the plantation
is to be a success, it cannot be run by the Africans themselves. For that
matter it cannot be run by any European without up to date experience
of managing scientifically-organised, large-scale estates on a commercial
basis.” The report noted that “the only firm which combines the requisite
knowledge, with first-hand experience both of palm cultivation and West
African peoples and conditions, is The United Africa Company.” UAC was
so confident in its proposal that it published the memo in *African Affairs*
after the war.
The postwar government did not hand over the palm oil industry to UAC, but it developed a two-pronged strategy. First, colonial governments tested the UAC’s plans for the “Pioneer Mill,” a small power-driven mill that could operate in a plantation or serve a smallholder district. Colonial officials dismissed “feeble attempts to make small portable machines for use by villagers who have no idea of how to keep them in operation.” S. M. Taylor, stationed in Sierra Leone, derided the “oldfashioned idea that labour is cheap and plentiful: machines should therefore be designed to employ as many workers as possible.” Taylor called on the state to supply motor-driven machines like the Pioneer Mill as a public utility, letting farmers retain ownership of the finished products.

This model was impractical with the Pioneer Mill, which was designed for batches much larger than a typical household production run. Farmers were once again asked to specialize in tree-climbing and fruit harvesting and give up the oil business, though the first mills were intentionally built without kernel crackers to avoid disrupting women’s incomes. Women nonetheless protested the first post-war mill planned for Nigeria. As Mba’s account demonstrates, these women were not luddites: they feared a loss of income from oil and kernel sales, but they were willing to negotiate, even proposing that “the men sell the palm fruits to the women, who would then extract the oil through the mill [as a cooperative] and sell the oil and kernels to the men.” The local (male) council objected to the mill, however, and the plan was abandoned. Later mills also met with protest, in part by women protesting the assault on their livelihoods, and in part by whole communities enraged by intrusions on their land. A 1949 report disingenuously claimed “there was never any positive opposition to the mills,” though it blamed the slow progress of the Pioneer Mills on the inability of local people “to appreciate their value.” After 1953 the protest movement faded, suggesting that gendered labor roles were not immutable obstacles to economic change. In some areas, Pioneer Mills quickly “became associated with progress and modernity which helped to enhance the status of the communities they were located in,” though the role of the state Marketing Board in setting prices which strongly disfavored hand-made oil vis-à-vis mill oil certainly played a role.

The Eastern Region Development Board (ERDB), which had jurisdiction over the key oil-exporting region of southeast Nigeria, hoped to use revenue from the mills to diversify the Nigerian economy away from agriculture. The ERDB began building what colonial capitalists could not: a mechanized, plantation-based palm oil industry. The ERDB invested in “nucleus” plantations with hybrid oil palm trees, and also took an interest in new technologies like the Stork hydraulic press, which was developed by...
a European firm with help from S. C. Nwanze, a Nigerian researcher. The Stork and Pioneer mills both proved costly, however, and operators often struggled to find enough fruit to maintain a profitable level of throughput. Ultimately, the Nigerian experiments were interrupted by civil war, which was fought across the oil palm belt between 1967 and 1970.

Parallel to the Pioneer Mill program, British administrations continued to promote smallholder machinery, augmented by efforts to improve the yield and density of oil palms through replanting schemes. In the 1930s colonial officials had settled on the “Duchscher” screw press as the ideal smallholder machine. Unlike the Esuman-Gwira or Phillips machines, the press only extracted oil, requiring fruit to be cooked and crushed by hand. It did promise higher oil extraction rates than manual methods, however, and the cost of the machine was relatively low. Few Ghanaian producers were enticed to buy the machines in the 1930s, but by 1938 Nigerians had bought at least 834 presses. Men who bought presses tried to buy fruit, but, like the experimental mills, found their neighbors willing to sell only near the price of oil and kernels. Instead, most presses operated as custom mills. By 1937 the fee was 7d. per tin of oil, which was a significant portion of the sale price (at least thirteen percent of the export price). By 1946, the fee was down to 2d. per tin. In the immediate post-war years, officials reported that demand for presses in Nigeria “[exceeded] the number available,” despite relatively high machinery prices. The Nigerian agricultural department promoted tree replanting schemes alongside the sale of presses, boosting yields per tree to a level where producers might see the benefits of a machine. By 1953, more than 9,000 presses had been sold, and by March 1964, at least 17,644 were in service in eastern Nigeria alone.

Ghanaian farmers were slower to adopt the presses than Nigerians. Palm oil producers were keenly aware that their product was, as a colonial official put it, “one of a whole tribe” of competing oils and fats in the global marketplace. Even the fast-growing domestic market was vulnerable to unpredictable shifts. While I was unable to locate comparable records on palm oil producers, a 1947 study found that Ghanaian coconut oil producers “were willing to try an experiment [with machines] but not one that involved the expenditure they envisaged. They felt that the industry was only temporary; imported linseed oil might arrive on the market any day.” Konor Azu Mate Kole, who called for “some simple press” for palm oil producers as well as power-driven mills in his 1945 ten-year plan for Manya Krobo, asked for tariff protection to support mechanization. “It seems so silly that we should produce palm-nuts in the Gold Coast, send it all the way to the United Kingdom for refinery only to be brought back to us in bottles for consumption in the Gold Coast,” he remarked.
The Gold Coast Agriculture Department could not dictate imperial trade policy to protect oil producers, but it continued to encourage the adoption of hand-powered machines to serve the domestic market. In 1956 the department produced an illustrated, dual-language handbook titled “Mensah the Oil Palm Farmer.” The book documented Mensah and his household’s journey from “traditional” production to mechanization, emphasizing the ways in which the Duchscher press (Figure 3) and a kernel cracker would improve the quality and quantity of the household’s palm produce. The booklet sheds no light on how Mensah could afford the machines, but it highlights other factors that were becoming vital for success in the domestic and export palm oil businesses: proximity to markets and high-yielding tree varieties that maximized returns from land and harvesting labor.

After independence, Ghanaian farmers were still reluctant to invest in machines: two brothers identified by the Ghana Farmer as oil palm pioneers planted a significant acreage with trees and hired wage labor to harvest them, but they sold all their fruit in the marketplace to small producers instead of processing it with machines. Ghanaian farmers did eventually begin to use presses on a wider scale. Nkrumah’s government paid little attention to small-scale machines, however, focusing on large oil mills and refineries, along with plantations. These state-owned enterprises struggled to meet domestic demand, much less serve export markets. Ghana became a net importer of edible fat in the 1960s. Today, small-scale producers rely on a mix of hand- and power-driven machines owned by local entrepreneurs or cooperatives. They supply much of Ghana’s domestic needs for edible palm oil, thanks in part to local preferences for more flavorful, less-refined oil from *dura* palm varieties, rather than the *tenera* varieties favored by plantations.

**Conclusion**

The Duchscher press bought by farmers in 1952 was not radically different from the screw-press imported by Benson to Liberia in 1852. Why had it taken so long to adopt such a tool, which significantly increased the amount of oil one could extract from oil palm fruit? Surveying various explanations for the path of agricultural mechanization in West Africa, Austen and Headrick concluded that “many more technological changes may have been possible than actually took place, but because of various mutually-reinforcing material, social, and cultural factors, African technological conservatism was overdetermined and therefore hard to overcome when deliberate attempts were made to introduce more modern technologies into Africa.” Some colonial officials blamed the pace of technological...
Figure 3. Depiction of a Duchscher palm oil press in use. Gold Coast Agricultural Development Corporation, *Mensah the Oil Palm Farmer* (Accra, 1956), 24.
change on “mere negative conservatism and irrationality” among African farmers, highlighting the role of culture.\textsuperscript{148} Yet other observers readily acknowledged that “traditional” methods made efficient use of resources, reflecting material realities.

There is no evidence supporting the notion that a sudden cultural shift occurred in the 1940s or 1950s that made West Africans receptive to palm oil presses. Nor were export prices particularly attractive, especially in Nigeria, where the palm oil Marketing Board artificially held down producer prices.\textsuperscript{149} Rather, machine adoption should be seen as part and parcel of domestic market expansion, improved transportation, and population growth. Fast-growing markets created new opportunities for labor (male and female), while growing populations increased pressure on land resources and encouraged producers to get more value out of their oil palms.\textsuperscript{150} In Ghana, the fragmentation of the oil palm belt likely contributed to mechanization. Farmers with limited access to trees found it worthwhile to sell fruit instead of manufacturing small amounts of oil themselves.\textsuperscript{151}

In conditions prevailing before 1950, there was no point between the large plantation-mill complex and the household producer at which mechanization made sense. The much-highlighted resistance of women to machines reflected cultural notions of gendered labor, but it was premised on practical economic issues. To take one example from Ghana, anthropologist Margaret Field reported in the 1930s that Krobo women cracked palm kernels by hand, but then paid a miller to grind the nuts for oil-making. It is difficult to believe that these women would have refused to patronize a kernel cracking machine on cultural grounds, had it been an economically viable proposition.\textsuperscript{152}

While there is still much to learn about the social and economic transformations of the second half of the twentieth century in West Africa, research across that period has confirmed that culture is no impediment to mechanization. In the 1950s and 1960s, researchers working in Nigeria found that many palm oil producers lacked access to enough trees to sustain the kind of throughput which might justify an investment in a machine.\textsuperscript{153} Where labor markets were underdeveloped and women’s labor was unwaged, manual oil production and kernel cracking remained competitive with small-scale machine methods, though not with larger plantation-scale mills.\textsuperscript{154} Mbanefoh found that Nigerian women working in labor-scarce areas often wanted machinery to make palm oil and kernels but simply could not afford it.\textsuperscript{155} Adjei’s recent study of Ghanaian palm oil producers showed how, given a sizeable local market, affordable machines, and access to capital, women were able to cooperatively acquire tools and machines, hire
male press-operators, and successfully market their oil in urban centers, even exporting significant amounts.\textsuperscript{156}

Researchers have continued to develop oil-making machines for African smallholders with little regard for the long history of mechanization, assuming that in the colonial period machines were not used simply because “farm labour was cheap and easily available.”\textsuperscript{157} Recent trends suggest that these smallholder-focused efforts are unlikely to fare better than the experiments of the past century. Commercial oil palm plantations have been expanding in West Africa since the 1980s, selling oil in domestic and export markets. While smallholders continue to produce oil manually and with small machines across the region, plantations have forged ties with smallholders through “outgrower” agreements, in which farmers plant and harvest oil palms and deliver fruit to a central mill.\textsuperscript{158} This model is practically identical to the unsuccessful mill experiments in Sierra Leone and Ghana in the 1920s and 1930s. Much has changed in the intervening decades, however: cheaper transport increases the prices that can be paid to producers; new tree varieties are more productive and easier to harvest; and most importantly, global prices for palm oil are strong compared to alternative crops.

Jonathan E. Robins
Michigan Technological University
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